SEPTEMBER 14 – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

EASERA SysTune brings real-time measurement power
to live sound applications
AES 2007 Convention, New York, October 5th-8th 2007, Booth #242
FOOTHILL RANCH, CA – Renkus-Heinz will introduce EASERA SysTune at the 123rd AES
Convention, October 5 – 8 in New York City. EASERA SysTune is a new software based measurement
system that measures time-domain and frequency-domain simultaneously using live program material
while an audience is present.
"EASERA SysTune is purpose-designed for real-time live-sound applications. It is a sophisticated yet
simple to use software tool with novel, patent-pending features that are especially useful for system
tuning and live sound measurements,” said Stefan Feistel of Ahnert Feistel Media Group, the
developers of EASE, EASERA and EASERA SysTune, among other software packages. “EASERA
SysTune software is complementary to EASERA: for example, it can be used as a data acquisition front
end for EASERA’s powerful post-processing and data visualization functions.”
Like previous source-independent measurement software, EASERA SysTune provides frequency
displays for input spectrum and transfer function. But it also sets new benchmarks with real-time
impulse response displays and analysis tools. Newly-developed noise suppression and signal gating
algorithms allow EASERA SysTune to acquire a room impulse response in five to 10 seconds using live
program material as the test stimulus. The data is acquired at acceptable noise levels and EASERA
SysTune then processes and updates this data in real time and at high refresh rates. For the first time,
audio professionals can examine reverberation times and speech intelligibility in occupied venues using
just a reference signal, a measuring microphone, and EASERA SysTune. EASERA SysTune also takes
a very significant step forward with the ability to process up to 8 input channels simultaneously and
present spatially averaged spectrum and transfer function displays to the user.
Renkus-Heinz, worldwide distributor for EASE, EASERA and EASERA SysTune, will demonstrate the
new program in booth 242 during the convention.
Ahnert Feistel Media Group (AFMG), the developers of EASERA SysTune, will also conduct two
seminars on "Tools & Techniques for Measuring & Optimizing Loudspeaker Systems" during the 123rd
AES Convention in October 2007. The presenters will discuss actual applications of EASERA SysTune
and share their extensive experience with measuring and tuning complex loudspeaker systems for live
sound reinforcement. The seminars will be held in Room 1E04 at the Javits Convention Center on
Friday, Oct. 5th from 1:45PM to 3:15 PM and on Saturday, Oct. 6th from 12:45 PM to 2:15 PM.
Version 1.0 of EASERA SysTune will be released soon after AES. Demo versions will also be available:
interested parties should contact Renkus-Heinz, at http://www.renkus-heinz.com.
Headquartered in Foothill Ranch, California, Renkus-Heinz is the worldwide leader in the design and manufacture
of audio operations networks, digitally steerable arrays, powered and non-powered loudspeakers, system specific
electronics and fully integrated Reference Point Array systems.
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